
SCANIA HIGER USER MANUAL (SJ18LLJ) 

 

Keys- the fob has been removed as people kept shutting door and assuming it 

was locked but all the fob did was shut the door not lock it. So, the thinner key 

is used to open all doors and most lockers.  

Getting in- using the key to unlock the door then pushing the small black 

button (lower one) to release the door, pushing the other button will then 

close the door but will still need locking with the key. 

Doors- If doors will not open check the locker immediately behind the door if 

not shut properly it assumes its open therefore will not open, the corner most 

likely needs to be pushed in (not by foot!!!) 

Power- Power switch is located to the left of the steering wheel lightning 

symbol (see chart) 

Heat/Air con - Three dials are driver (cab) control, along with number 17/18 

(see chart) the rest of the controls are for the passengers.  

Driver Adjustments- To adjust fan direction use dial 14 for fan speed use       

dial 15 for temperature adjustments use dial 16. For aircon use button 17 and 

to recycle the air use 18. See chart for simple passenger controls. 

Microphones- Two fitted one is in the dash the other is attached to the wall to 

the right of driver seat/window, both are simply slide switch and they are on.  

Boiler- Boiler is located in the cupboard by the stairs push in the black button 

and the door slides down. Coffee pot to the left (does not heat up well so 

never used) to the right is the main machine mechanism. Make sure it’s turned 

on at the dash (see chart two buttons for it), once door rolled down you will 

see many buttons and four dials and a tap.  

Firstly make sure its switched on here too,(see chart for on off button) then 

needs filling  ensuring the button with the P (Pump see chart) is on then  you 

will see a dial with a grey dot on, turning this will fill the boiler, long glass tube 

is there so you can see how full it is. Then there is a dial with red dot and black 

lines on (far left see chart) turning this will turn on the heat for the boiler, 

swing the tap out and then turn the dial with red dot (see chart) to get hot 

water to flow (may take 20mins to heat) or turning the dial with the blue dot 



will give you cold water. Reset button can be located on the underneath of the 

boiler behind the tap. 

 

Coffee Pot- Button with the half full and colored in red is to heat the boiler to 

the left and the button adjacent to it is to fill the same boiler, although it does 

not work very well so hardy ever use it. The on off button for the boiler far left 

is located on the boiler, it also pulls out for ease of use. 

Boiler Winter Prep- to prevent damage in the winter all boilers need emptying. 

So go to the front offside locker unclip the hose above the water tank, then 

unscrew 3 bolts to the right of water tank (behind black metal) to gain access 

to the water pump and the remaining pipes unclip the two pipes then head 

back inside to pour all the remaining water out of all pipes and tank by simply 

turning the blue dot dial until no water runs through. Don’t forget to clip them 

all back and draw water for the return journey. 

Toilet- keys needed to access the toilet drop keys are silver and chunky and 

kept in the driver cab area normally in the small pocket to the right of the 

driver seat/under window, the drop button is located under the ink in the 

toilet. A total of four buttons under the sink the only one you need is the top 

right (red) 

Push it in once valve will open wait until empty push again to close                    

(if not closed flush will not work). 

Topping up the waters for flush and sink are found in the 2nd locker from the 

front offside once opened you will see two white hosepipes one is flush one is 

water for sink, simply attach a hose connector turn valve (blue)to align with 

flow of hose and top up. 

Batteries- Are in the front offside small locker under drivers window. 

Fuses- Are located in the front offside locker in a cupboard.  

Oil/water/coolant- located in the AdBlue locker. 

Spare Bulbs- Inside in the overhead locker offside at front. 

Spare Belts-  

Triangle-  

 



 

 

 

1. DVD Player 

2. Tacho 

3. CD player 

4. Radio 

5. Middle Door 

6. Front Door 

7. CCTV/Reverse  

 



 

 

 8.Tracker                                                        19. Driver Aircon 

 9.Traction Control                                        20. Driver air recycle 

 10.Hill Hold                                                    21.Pax Eco mode 

 11.Power                                                       22.Pax auto mode 

 12.Load Transfer                                          23.Pax reheat 

 13.Tag Axle Lift                                            24. Pax air recycle 

 14.Ferry Lift                                                  25.Webasto 

 15.Kneel                                                        26.Pax fan speed 

 16.Driver temp direction                           27.Pax temp control. 



 17.Driver fan speed 

 18.Driver temp control 

 

28.Dash settings(clock)               33.Manual regeneration of particulate filter 

29.Dash light settings                  34.Front fogs 

30.Cruise control                          35. Rear fogs   

31.Lane assist                               36.Check lights                                                          

32.Brake assist                             37.Lights 

 

                                                                     

                                                                     



                                                                     

                                                                     

 

38.Book lights (up for on down for all on)       49.Driver demister(push up) 

39.Driver light                                                       50.Secondary heating 

40. Air horn                                                           51.Locker Locks 

41.Nearside blind                                                 52.Locker Locks 

42.Offside blind                                                    53.Top mirror adjustments 

43.Main interior lights                                        54.Lower mirror adjustments 

44.Hot dog heater 

45.Boiler  

46.Driver window 



47.Stop switch off 

48.Toilet 

 

 

55. Steering wheel adjustment                       58.Hill break adjustment 

56.Cruise control                                               59.Dash control switch 

57.Distance Adjustment 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


